ISPOR 18th Annual European Congress Highlights at a Glance

Registrant/Attendance Stats:

5,229 attendees from 90 countries – a 9% increase!
63% of congress attendees went digital with the congress web platform / mobile app!

Released Presentations:

Congress featured over 2,450 presentations!
Over 80% of presentations given at ISPOR Milan already available online!
Presentations are added as speaker permission is received.
www.ispor.org » ISPOR 18th Annual European Congress » Released Presentations

Social Media Posts:

What did delegates tweet about during the congress?

Susan Spillane @Susan_Spillane
Susan Spillane Retweeted Pharmacoeconomic TCD
Just back from #ISPORMilan. Great to catch up with HEOR colleagues in Ireland and abroad & showcase our work.

ISPOR @ISPORorg
Devlin #MCDA should support and not dictate the decision #ISPORMilan

Pepijn Vemer @PepijnVemer
Pepijn Vemer Retweeted ISPOR
Absolutely. #ISPORMilan. True for almost every aspect of our field. There are always other good arguments.

ISPOR 20th Anniversary Celebration Recap:

• Commemorative Video celebrated ISPOR’s 20-year history that is shaping the future of health economics and outcomes research.
• ISPOR Milestones Brochure outlined major highlights of ISPOR’s 20-year history.
• Celebrations during the Exhibitor & Poster Receptions comprised of champagne toasts, ISPOR logo cupcakes, and entertainment from the Pizza Freestylers.

More highlights and photos from the ISPOR 18th Annual European Congress can be found on pages 20-22.
The commemorative video and ISPOR Milestones brochure are available online at www.ispor.org » About ISPOR.
The complete photo gallery will be available online at www.ispor.org » ISPOR 18th Annual European Congress.

Save the Date!

29 October - 2 November 2016
ISPOR 19TH ANNUAL EUROPEAN CONGRESS
Vienna, Austria